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Abstract. Outsourcing computation is a fundamental principle of the
new cloud computing paradigm. Among its various aspects, the correct-
ness of the computation result remains paramount. This motivates the
birth of verifiable computation, which aims at efficiently checking the
result for general-purpose computation. The common goal of recently
sprouted verifiable computation protocols is to reduce the costs associ-
ated with verification at both prover and verifier. Unfortunately, the high
computation and communication costs of verification still keep general
verifiable computation away from practicality. Besides the computational
costs, we observe that another type of verification cost has been generally
ignored until now –the informational costs, namely, the information re-
quired for the verification. In particular, in the context of the third-party
verification, this cost implies the information leakage of sensitive infor-
mation regarding the computational task and its results. In this paper,
we introduce the new verifiable-computation protocol RIVER, which re-
duces the computational costs of the verifier and of the prover, comparing
to the most recent alternative protocols, and (for the first time in the
context of verifiable computation) addresses and decreases informational
costs.

Keywords: verifiable computing, QAPs, PCPs, clouds, informational
costs, privacy.

1 Introduction

In the era of cloud computing, outsourcing computation becomes a new trend.
Instead of purchasing, maintaining, and updating expensive computing assets
for local computation, users can outsource computation and other IT services
from relatively weaker devices to a professional service provider (like the Cloud).
But while enjoying the appealing benefits of outsourcing computation – such
as reduced financial, personnel and computational burdens – a critical security
issue arises: Cloud servers may be error-prone or otherwise not trustworthy. This
motivates a great body of research on verifiable computation. Many works focus
on specific computational tasks, exploiting their special structure to provide
efficient verification [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]. However, when it
comes to verifying the results of general computation, most efforts seem to be
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concentrated around classic proof systems in theoretical computer science. In this
framework, the server plays the role of a prover, trying to convince the client, who
plays the role of a verifier, that the result returned from the server is correct. The
verification procedure usually consists of the verifier issuing randomly-chosen
queries, and the prover providing answers.

Interactive proof (IP) systems [13] have recently been introduced to the con-
text of delegation of computation [14] [15] [16]. They are efficient in terms
of asymptotic complexity. As a new encoding scheme for arithmetic circuits,
Quadratic Arithmetic Programs (QAPs, [17]) have shown great potential for the
design of verifiable computation protocols [17] [18]. The third notable direction
in verifiable computation is based on probabilistically checkable proof (PCP)
systems [19] [20]. Argument systems [21], one variant of the PCP model, seem
to be appropriate for practical verifiable computation. Argument systems hold
a more practical assumption that, in addition to the verifier being polynomial-
time probabilistic, the prover is also computationally bounded. Combining PCP
with a homomorphic cryptographic machinery, recent works on argument sys-
tems, such as IKO [22], Pepper [23], Ginger [24], XAG [25], and Zaatar [26], have
brought PCP-based approaches closer to practicality – they sharply reduced the
number of queries, and the overhead required to prevent the falsification of the
proof string.

1.1 Motivation

The state-of-the-art Zaatar [26] showed the connection between Linear PCP and
QAP. However, unlike other QAP-based designs [17] [18], Zaatar relies only on
standard cryptographic assumptions. It applies QAP into the framework of PCP
and generates a novel verifiable computation scheme. Moreover, as an appealing
verifiable computation scheme, Zaatar makes the prover more efficient than any
other PCP-based designs. However, Zaatar does not bring major improvements
to the verifier’s computational cost. As in the recent PCP-based works [22] [27]
[23] [24], once the prover has committed to the proof, the most computationally-
intensive part for the verifier in Zaatar is the generation of queries. The high
costs of the verifier are hence lowered by reusing some of the queries for multiple
instances of the same problem – or batching. For computational tasks that can
tolerate large batch sizes, the costs of verification in Zaatar can be driven down
by amortizing. However, for tasks that require low investment on the verification
and tolerate only small batch sizes, a new, more efficient protocol is needed.

Besides the computation and communication costs that have been concerned
in existing research of verifiable computation, another type of verification cost
has been generally ignored until now. We call this the informational cost –
the cost associated with information required for verification on both sides. The
verifier’s information required for verification usually consists of verification keys
and the full knowledge of the computation task. The prover’s informational costs
usually consists of the proof vector.

The informational cost generally has a strong impact on the adoption of
the verification algorithms. On one hand, the size of the required information
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directly influences the memory cost for verification, and the speed of verifica-
tion. For the memory cost, verifiers in existing research keep the required infor-
mation in a large memory and frequently access it. For the speed, the length
of the proof vector determines the cost of generating, and responding to, the
queries while verifying. On the other hand, the informational cost implies the
privacy/confidentiality issues. One obvious risk is that, storing this information
itself introduces potential leakage of sensitive information about the computa-
tional task and its results. A more serious risk occurs in the context of the third
party verification. (For example, disputes between the server and the client can
be solved by an arbitrator who plays the role of the third-party verifier. Similar
verifications may be required by government agencies, nonprofit organizations,
and consumer organization, for the purpose of quality evaluation, project man-
agement, etc.) In such scenarios, information cost implies the computation task
and its results being delivered to the third party. However, once delivered, the
information is out of the control of the client and the client can never call them
back. This security issue, in turn, may limit the outsourcing of verification [25].

As far as informational costs are concerned, all recent PCP-based works [22]
[27] [23] [24], [26] require the verifier to have full knowledge of the computation
circuit while performing the verification.

1.2 Our Contributions

In this paper, we introduce RIVER, a Reduced-investment verified computa-
tion protocol, whose improvement further enhances the practicality of argument
systems in verifiable computation. Our contributions are summarized as follows:

– RIVER reduces the verifier’s workload that needs to be amortized. Namely,
the number of batched instances of the protocol, required for amortization,
will largely decrease. Instead of batching over instances of the same circuit as
in existing works, RIVER makes more parts of costs amortized over instances
of all different circuits of the same size. We model the costs and compare
the costs using a typical computation such as matrix multiplication, showing
that RIVER is 28% better than state-of-the-art Zaatar at the verifier side.

– As a side effect, RIVER reduces the prover’s non-amortized cost. As in the
typical computation of matrix multiplication, RIVER achieves 55% better
than Zaatar at the prover’s non-amortized cost. Although RIVER introduces
amortized cost to the prover side, this cost can be amortized over instances
of all different circuits of the same size.

– RIVER reduces the informational cost of the verifier, by removing the re-
quirement that the verifier has to access the circuit description during query
generating. Thus, a third-party verifier can help generating the queries with-
out knowing the computation task details.

– RIVER adopts one of our theoretical findings. We show that under certain
assumptions, the Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit protocol provides the in-
herent linearity tests. Thus, a modified Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit pro-
tocol will make the linearity tests obsolete and reduce verification costs.
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2 System Model

In the context of cloud computing, we propose a computation architecture in-
volving two parties: the client V , who is computationally weak, has computation
tasks to be delegated to the cloud; the cloud server P , who is computationally
powerful, provides computing services to the client. The computation tasks are
formalized into the arithmetic circuit – i.e., the computation task is performed
over an arithmetic circuit. This is pretty natural, since arithmetic circuits can
be easily mapped to real-world computation tasks1. Let Ψ be a |Ψ |-gate arith-
metic circuit. The client V is providing the prover P with Ψ and input X ∈ F

n,
and expects P to return the correct output Y ∈ F

n′
. Then P tries to convince

V that Y is correct. P will hold a proof Z, which is a correct assignment Z
–the concatenation of the input X , output Y with all the intermediate results
W inside the circuit, (Z = X ||Y ||W ) and has length |Z| = m, where W is the
intermediate result vector W ∈ F

m−n−n′
of the circuit Ψ .

3 Preliminaries

3.1 PCP and Commitments

Now we briefly review the line of verifiable computation based on argument
systems. To make argument systems efficient, current implementations rely on
probabilistically checkable proofs (PCPs). However, PCP algorithms assume that
the proof is computed by the prover, and fixed before the interaction with the
verifier begins. The same assumption cannot be made in the context of argument
systems. To bridge the gap between arguments and PCPs, an additional protocol
is required, in which the prover commits to the proof before starting the PCP
protocol with the verifier. Consequently, an argument is generally formed by
joining together two protocols: a PCP and a commitment protocol.

To avoid the need for convoluted short PCP proofs, as well as the uncertain
security of practical hashing primitives, [22] takes a new approach to argument
systems: maintain a large (exponential-size) proof, and base the commitment on
(computationally) provably-secure encryption primitives – public-key primitives.

The protocols of [22] are restricted to linear PCPs ([28], Section 6). It is
shown how SAT problems, formulated in the context of a boolean circuit, can
be readily addressed by a simple linear PCP [22]. To form the argument system,
[22] complemented the linear PCP with the notion of commitment with linear
decommitment, which is instantiated with a simple public-key-based protocol.
Once the proof is committed, V will check the proof in the linear PCP fashion.

In Ishai et al.’s original commitment design [22], one query is accompanied
by an auxiliary query which is associated to a commitment. This requires many
commitments, therefore increases the overhead. As in [22], where the PCP proof
is represented by the vector d, the prover P commits to a certain proof, in a

1 Existing compilers can turn high-level programs into arithmetic circuits [24], [26],
[18]. For simplicity, we omit these techniques.
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Table 1. The Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit Design [24]

P’s Input: a vector z ∈ F
n, a linear function π : Fn2+n �→ F

where π(·) = 〈Z||z ⊗ z, ·〉, n is the length of a correct assignment z.

V’s Input: arity n, security parameter k of the encryption.

Commitment

Step 1: V generates the key pair: (pk, sk)← Gen(1k).

V randomly generates a vector: r = (r1, r2, · · · , rn2+n) ∈R F
n2+n.

ri ∈ F, i = 1, 2, · · · , n2 + n. V encrypts each entry of the vector r.
He sends Enc(pk, r1), · · · , Enc(pk, rn2+n) to P .
Step 2: Using the homomorphism, P gets: e = Enc(pk, 〈r, z〉) P sends e to V.
Step 3: V decrypts e. He gets s = 〈r, z〉 = Dec(sk, e).

Decommitment
Step 1: V picks μ secrets α1, · · · , αμ ∈ F

V queries P with q1, · · · , qμ and t = r + α1q1 + · · ·+ αμqμ.
Step 2: P returns (a1, · · · , aμ, b) where ai = π(qi) for i = 1, · · · , μ and b = π(t)
Step 3: V checks whether b = s+ α1a1 + · · ·αμaμ holds.
If so, V outputs a1, · · · , aμ. Otherwise, he rejects and output ⊥.

manner that assures the verifier V that the proof he later queries is the orig-
inal proof, and not some adaptively-modified false proof. Several recent works
build upon the ideas developed in [22]. Of these, [23] introduces several contribu-
tions, including a single-commit-multi-decommit protocol. In [23], one auxiliary
query is made, which is a random linear combination of all the PCP queries
and the secret information that is associated to the commitment. In this de-
sign, one decommitment could guarantee many PCP queries are bound to the
committed function. This sharply reduced the computational cost of generating
the commitment information (although remaining cost is still very high.). The
Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit design is demonstrated in Table 1. For more
details regarding Table 1, refer to [22] and [23].

3.2 Quadratic Programs and Zaatar

Recently Gennaro, Gentry, Parno and Raykova introduced a new characteriza-
tion of the NP complexity class – the Quadratic Span Programs (QSPs) (and
Quadratic Arithmetic Programs (QAPs)) [17] [18]. They showed that NP can
be defined as the set of languages with proofs that can be efficiently verified by
QSPs (or QAPs). Similar to PCPs – another characterization of NP, which has al-
ready been widely used to obtain verifiable computation schemes – QSPs/QAPs
are considered to be well-suited for verifiable computation and zero-knowledge
schemes. One limitation of QSPs is that they inherently compute boolean cir-
cuits. But since arithmetic circuits are more natural and efficient in real-world
computation tasks, we focus on QAPs, the counterpart of QSPs dealing with
arithmetic circuit evaluation.

Definition 1 (Quadratic Arithmetic Programs)( [17]) A QAP Q over field F

contains three sets of m + 1 polynomials: {Ai(t)}, {Bi(t)}, {Ci(t)}, for i ∈
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{0, 1, · · · ,m}, and a target polynomial D(t). For function Ψ : Fn �→ F
n′
, we

say Q computes Ψ if the following holds: (z1, z2, · · · , zn+n′) ∈ F
n+n′

is a valid
assignment of Ψ ’s inputs and outputs, if and only if there exist coefficients

zn+n′+1, · · · , zm such that D(t) divides P (t), where P (t)=

(
m∑
i=1

zi · Ai(t)+A0(t)

)
·(

m∑
i=1

zi · Bi(t) +B0(t)

)
−

(
m∑
i=1

zi · Ci(t) + C0(t)

)
. In other words, there exists

a polynomial H(t) such that D(t) ·H(t) = P (t).

Given an arithmetic circuit, its QAP can be constructed by polynomial inter-
polation. Consider the set of circuit wires corresponding to the input and output
of the circuit, and the outputs of all multiplication gates. Each one of these wires
is assigned three interpolation polynomials in Lagrange form, encoding whether
the wire is a left input, right input, or output of each multiplication gate. The
resulting set of polynomials is a complete description of the original circuit.

The very recent work of [26] observes that QAPs can also be viewed as linear
PCPs. By re-designing the PCP query generation and replacing the quadratic
consistency checks and circuit correctness checks with the divisibility check of a
QAP, they successfully fit QAPs into the framework of Ginger [24]. The result
is the novel protocol Zaatar, which significantly reduces the prover’s workload.
The key observation of Zaatar is that the evaluation of the polynomial P (t) in
(1) at the point t = τ can be simply written as:

P (τ) =(〈Z, q〉+A0(τ)) · (〈Z, q′〉+B0(τ)) − (〈Z, q′′〉+ C0(τ)), (1)

where Z = (z1, · · · , zm), q = (A1(τ), · · · , Am(τ)), q′ = (B1(τ), · · · , Bm(τ)),
q′′ = (C1(τ), C2(τ), · · · , Cm(τ)). Thus, P (τ) can be evaluated through three
standard PCP queries to the oracle πZ(·) = 〈Z, ·〉. If we represent the polynomi-
als H(t) explicitly: H(t) = h|CZ|t|CZ|+ · · ·+h1t+h0 (where CZ is the set of con-
straints in Zaatar), similar observations onH(τ) can be made:H(τ) = 〈KH , qH〉,
where KH = (h0, h1, · · · , h|CZ|) and qH = (1, τ, τ2, · · · , τ |CZ |). Thus, H(τ) can
also be evaluated through one PCP query to the oracle πH(·) = 〈KH , ·〉.

If Z consists of the input X with width |X | = n, output Y with width |Y | = n′

and intermediate results W with width |W | = m− (n + n′), then to guarantee
that Y is the correct output when the input is X , the verifier needs to compute
a part of 〈Z, q〉, and also a part of 〈Z, q′〉 and 〈Z, q′′〉, by himself. Consequently,
V only queries the linear function oracle πW (·) = 〈W, ·〉, instead of πZ(·).

4 A Technique: A Commitment Providing Inherent
Linearity Tests

In the line of linear-PCP fashion verifiable computation designs, once the prover
is committed to a proof, the verifier has to perform laborious linearity tests to
ensure the proof is linear. In fact, the number of queries required to perform
linearity tests dominate the number of overall queries of the protocol. Thus, the
cost caused by linearity test is still one of the bottlenecks of current protocols.
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Up to now, in the context of Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit protocol (refer to
Section 3), whether the linearity tests are necessary was still an open question.
In this section, we propose our theoretical result, showing that under an as-
sumption, the Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit protocol will provides inherent
linearity tests. Thus, if linear PCP is combined with this commitment protocol,
the linearity tests are obsolete. We will adopt the following theoretical results in
our protocol design and thus achieve cost savings.

Theorem 1. The Single-Commit-Multi-Decommit protocol ensures that, if the
secret commit information is generated by the prover using an affine function
(analytically defined), (or equivalent to the cases that is generated by the verifier
himself), for all query tuples, unless the sender (or prover) replies to all queries
with the same linear function and he knows the analytic description of this linear
function, the prover will not pass the decommitment test except with probability
1
|F| + εS, where the probability is over the randomness of the prover and the

verifier in the decommitment phase.

Proof. Let π() denote the proof in the PCP sense. The prover knows that, when
the verifier generates the commitment information π(r), he uses the linear func-
tion F1(·), such that π(r) = F1(r). We claim that in this scenario, the prover has
to answer all queries with the same linear function F1 – otherwise the probability
that the prover passes the decommitment test is less than 1

|F| + εS .

To prove this, we assume that there exists a PPT prover P∗, and queries
q1, q2, · · · , qμ, such that once committed, with these queries, the probability that
P∗ answers the μ queries with a function f(·) – such that there exists at least
one index k for which f(qk) �= F1(qk) – and passes the decommitment test, is
more than 1

|F| + εS , where the probability is over the randomness of the prover

and the verifier in the decommitment phase.
We can now modify P∗ and make it into an algorithm P† which can solve the

problem stated in Lemma 1 with probability more than 1
|F| + εS :

1. P† has inputs: Enc(r), r + αqk, qk
2. P† uses Enc(r) as inputs and runs P∗’s commitment phase.
3. P∗ outputs with Enc(F1(r) which P† will neglect.
4. P† uses the set of queries {q1, . . . , qμ}. He produces a set of coefficients

{α1, · · · , αk−1, αk+1, · · · , αμ−1, αμ}, and runs P∗’s decommitment phase

with following: {q1, q2, . . . , qμ−1, qμ, (r + αqk) +
∑k−1

i=1 αiqi +
∑μ

i=k+1 αiqi}..
5. P∗ outputs {f(q1), . . . , f(qμ), F1(r) + αf(qk) +

∑k−1
i=1 αif(qi) +∑μ

i=k+1 αif(qi)}. This will pass the decommitment test with proba-

bility more than 1
|F| + εS.

6. Having access to {α1, · · · , αk−1, αk+1, · · · , αμ−1, αμ}, and f(q1), . . . , f(qμ),
P† can now obtain an equation of the form F1(r) +αf(qk) = b (where b ∈ F

is easily calculated).

Recall that P† has knowledge of r + αqk, which yields a group of n linearly-
independent linear equations in the form of r + αqk = a. Given that F1(qk) �=
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Fig. 1. PCP querying

f(qk), the equation F1(r) + αf(qk) = b is linearly independent of the former
n equations r + αqk = a. Thus, A can solve for α from these n + 1 linearly
independent equations. This will contradict Lemma 1:

Lemma 1. (from [22]) For any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A, any
q ∈ F

n, and any uniformly-randomly picked r ∈ F
n we have Pr[A(Enc(r), r +

αq, q) = α] ≤ 1
|F| + εS , where εS is from the semantic security.

5 A Reduced-Investment Verifiable Computation
Protocol: RIVER

In this section, we introduce RIVER(reduced-investment verifiable computation
protocol), an improvement of Zaatar [26], aimed at reducing the amortized cost
of the verifier – or equivalently, the number of instances required before amor-
tization can be considered complete. We accomplishes this by deferring some
of the verifier’s amortizable computation to the prover. In doing so, two other
benefits are achieved as side effects. First, the overall cost for the verifier is de-
creased when compared to Zaatar (and implicitly also to Ginger). This is despite
deferring some of the amortized computation to the prover (the deferred part
is almost negligible when compared to the construction of the proof). Second,
RIVER enables the verifier to generate queries independently – that is, the query
generating stage does not require full knowledge of the circuit. We detail RIVER
as follows.

5.1 PCP Querying

Our main observation is that the PCP query generation in Zaatar is somewhat
redundant. RIVER removes the redundancy by employing three rounds of PCP
querying and one round of decision making. The logical procedure is demon-
strated in Figure 1.
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5.2 PCP Querying of RIVER

Let l = |CR|. We represent the QAP polynomials Ai(t), Bi(t), Ci(t), with i =
0, 1, · · · ,m explicitly as:

Ai(t) = a
(i)
l tl + a

(i)
l−1t

l−1 + · · ·+ a
(i)
1 t+ a

(i)
0 (2)

Bi(t) = b
(i)
l tl + b

(i)
l−1t

l−1 + · · ·+ b
(i)
1 t+ b

(i)
0 (3)

Ci(t) = c
(i)
l tl + c

(i)
l−1t

l−1 + · · ·+ c
(i)
1 t+ c

(i)
0 (4)

Evaluation of any one of these polynomials at the point t = τ can be expressed as

a linear function: Ai(τ) = π
(i)
A (qH) = 〈K(i)

A , qH〉, Bi(τ) = π
(i)
B (qH) = 〈K(i)

B , qH〉,
Ci(τ) = π

(i)
C (qH) = 〈K(i)

C , qH〉, where qH = (1, τ, τ2, · · · , τ l) and

K
(i)
A = (a

(i)
l , a

(i)
l−1, · · · , a(i)

1 , a
(i)
0 ) (5)

K
(i)
B = (b

(i)
l , b

(i)
l−1, · · · , b(i)

1 , b
(i)
0 ) (6)

K
(i)
C = (c

(i)
l , c

(i)
l−1, · · · , c(i)

1 , c
(i)
0 ). (7)

We can simply express the PCP queries of Zaatar as

qA = (πm
A (qH), πm−1

A (qH), . . . , πn+n′+1
A (qH)) (8)

qB = (πm
B (qH), πm−1

B (qH), . . . , πn+n′+1
B (qH)) (9)

qC = (πm
C (qH), πm−1

C (qH), . . . , πn+n′+1
C (qH)). (10)

In RIVER, the verifier constructs qA, qB, qC by querying linear functions πi
A,

πi
B, π

i
C (i = 0, · · · ,m) by a single query qH .

Similarly, we can express H(t) and D(t) as:

H(t) = hlt
l + hl−1t

l−1 + · · ·+ h1t+ h0 (11)

D(t) = dlt
l + dl−1t

l−1 + · · ·+ d1t+ d0, (12)

and define: πH(·) = 〈KH , ·〉, where KH = (h0, h1, · · · , hl), and πD(·) = 〈KD, ·〉,
where KD = (d0, d1, · · · , dl). Zaatar points out that the evaluation of H(τ) can
be viewed as querying an oracle πH(·) with qH . Here, we argue that the same
holds for the evaluation of D(τ) – querying the oracle πD(·) with qH . The idea
is detailed in Table 2. Note that by comparison, Zaatar requires the queries
qA, qB, qC , along with D(τ) to be entirely computed by V . It should be men-
tioned that computing these queries by querying another set of proofs requires
additional commitments and testing. However, the procedure can be simplified
by removing all linearity tests for these 3m+4 = 3(m+1)+1 proofs. The reason
this works is that, according to Theorem 1, our decommitment already provides
an inherent linearity test. In the second round of our design, V issues queries qH
as in Table 3. In the third round, V issues queries qA, qB , qC , qD as in Table 4.
After V collects all responses, he makes the decision as in Table 5.
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Table 2. The First Round of Our QAP-based Linear PCP

For every π in the set of π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , (i = 0, 1, · · ·m) πD, perform the following:

– Divisibility queries generation. V randomly selects τ ∈R F. V takes qH ←
(1, τ, τ 2, · · · , τ l).

– Querying. V sends out qH and gets back π(qH).

If all these proofs pass all linearity tests, V will have: πD(qH) and

– π
(m)
A (qH), π

(m−1)
A (qH), · · · , π(0)

A (qH),

– π
(m)
B (qH), π

(m−1)
B (qH), · · · , π(0)

B (qH),

– π
(m)
C (qH), π

(m−1)
C (qH), · · · , π(0)

C (qH),

Table 3. The Second Round of Our QAP-based Linear PCP

V queries πH .

– Linearity queries generation. V selects q2, q3 ∈R F
l. Take q4 ← q3+q2. Perform

ρlin iterations in total.
– QAP queries generation. V takes qH ← (1, τ, τ 2, · · · , τ l) and q1 ← (qH + q2).
– Querying πH . V sends out q1, q2, · · · , q1+3ρ and gets back

πH(q1), πH(q2), · · · , πH(q1+3ρ).
– Linearity tests. Check whether following holds: πH(q4) = πH(q3)+πH(q2) and

likewise for all other ρ− 1 iterations. If not, reject.

At the end of this phase, if πH passes all linearity tests, V will have: πH(qH).

Table 4. The Second Round of Our QAP-based Linear PCP

V queries πW . Remember πW (·) = 〈W, ·〉, where W = (zm, zm−1, · · · , zN+1)

– Linearity queries generation. V select q4, q5 ∈R F
m−N . Take q6 ← q4 + q5.

Perform ρlin iterations in total.
– QAP queries generation. V takes:

• qA ← (π
(m)
A (qH), π

(m−1)
A (qH), · · · , π(n+n′+1)

A (qH)), and q1 ← (qA + q4).

• qB ← (π
(m)
B (qH), π

(m−1)
B (qH), · · · , π(n+n′+1)

B (qH)), and q2 ← (qB + q4).

• qC ← (π
(m)
C (qH), π

(m−1)
C (qH), · · · , π(n+n′+1)

C (qH)), and q3 ← (qC + q4).
– Querying πW . V sends out q1, q2, · · · , q3+3ρ and gets back

πW (q1), πW (q2), · · · , πW (q3+3ρ).
– Linearity tests. Check whether following holds: πW (q6) = π(q4) + π(q5) and

likewise for all other ρ − 1 iterations. If not, reject. Otherwise, accept and
output πW (qA)← πW (q1)− πW (q4), πW (qB)← πW (q2)− πW (q4), πW (qC)←
πW (q3)− πW (q4).
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Table 5. The Decision Making Stage of Our QAP-based Linear PCP

Decision Making: ( Note: (z1, z2, ·, zn+n′) = X||Y .)

– V computes:

• pA ←∑(n+n′)
i=1 zi · π(i)

A (qH) + π
(0)
A (qH)

• pB ←∑(n+n′)
i=1 zi · π(i)

B (qH) + π
(0)
B (qH)

• pC ←∑(n+n′)
i=1 zi · π(i)

C (qH) + π
(0)
C (qH)

– Divisibility Test. V checks whether the following holds: πD(qH) · πH(qH) =
(πZ(qA) + pA) · (πZ(qB) + pB)− (πZ(qC) + pC).

5.3 Commit, Decommit and Consistency Verification of RIVER

To ensure the security of the protocol, P commits to all the linear functions
mentioned above. Similarly to Zaatar, our design inherits the single-commit-
multiple-decommit protocol from Ginger. For πH and πW , V and P run the
IKO-style single-commit-multi-decommit protocol to generate the commitment.
This part is omitted for simplicity.

For π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , (i = 0, 1, · · · ,m) and πD, the case is a bit more complex.

We note that in addition to the commitments and decommitments, V has to
also verify the consistency of the polynomials’ coefficient vectors corresponding

to π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , for i = 1, . . . ,m, and πD. Namely, V needs to make sure that

P eventually uses π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , for i = 1, . . . ,m, and πD to answer V ’s queries.

To accomplish this, we use the technique in Section 4 and come up with the
commitment/decommitment protocol as follows: Before sending P his computa-
tion task, V secretly generates a random number r and computes by himself the
values Ai(r), Bi(r), Ci(r) (i = 0, 1, · · ·m) and D(r), each of which represents,

respectively, the commitment for π
(i)
A (), π

(i)
B (), π

(i)
C (), for i = 0, 1, . . . ,m, and

πD(). The algorithm to compute these values is demonstrated in Section 6.1.
These values are stored for future decommitment. This setup computation is
done only once for different values of τ . In comparison with Zaatar, where the
setup requires the verifier to evaluate the queries associated with different values
of τ , a single r suffices for all τ ’s in RIVER, since the verifier outsources extra
computation to the prover. As in Table 6, our commitment design guarantees
the consistency of the polynomials’ coefficient vectors with the linear functions
to which P commits.

Theorem 2. Let π be any of the linear functions π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C and πD. By

performing our protocol, the commitment to π is guaranteed to be bound to a
linear function π̃, and the probability that π �= π̃ is at most 1/|F|. The probability
is over all the randomness of the prover.

Proof. Given that our protocol performs the single-commit-multi-decommit pro-
tocol when querying π, the response to the query is guaranteed to be bound to a
linear function π̃. This feature is provided by the underlying single-commit-multi-
decommit protocol. If π �= π̃ but π̃ still passes the decommitment, π̃(r) = π(r)
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Table 6. Decommit Design for π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , (i = 0, 1, · · · ,m) and πD

P’s Input: linear functions πD, π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , for i = 1, . . . ,m.

V’s Input: Ai(r), Bi(r), Ci(r), i = 0, · · · ,m and D(r), t = (1, r, r2, · · · , rl). q1, · · · , qμ
Commitment
The verifier generates the commitment information as in Section 6.1.

Decommitment
Step 1: V picks μ secrets α1, · · · , αμ ∈ F

V queries P with q1, · · · , qμ and T = t+ α1q1 + · · ·+ αμqμ.

Step 2: P returns (π
(i)
A (q1), · · · , π(i)

A (qμ), π
(i)
A (T )), (π

(i)
B (q1), · · · , π(i)

B (qμ), π
(i)
B (T )),

(π
(i)
C (q1), · · · , π(i)

C (qμ), π
(i)
C (T )), where i = 0, · · · ,m and (πD(q1), · · · , πD(qμ), πD(T )).

Step 3: V checks whether π
(i)
A (T ) = Ai(r) +

∑μ
j=1 αjπ

(i)
A (qj) and whether

π
(i)
B (T ) = Bi(r) +

∑μ
j=1 αjπ

(i)
B (qj) and whether π

(i)
C (T ) = Ci(r) +

∑μ
j=1 αjπ

(i)
C (qj),

i = 0, · · · , m and πD(T ) = D(r) +
∑μ

j=1 αjπD(qj) hold.

If so, V accepts. Otherwise, he rejects and output ⊥.

must hold. For all possible choices of π̃, only 1/|F| of them can satisfy this equa-
tion. However, r is unknown by the prover. Thus, the probability that a dishonest
prover chooses a π̃ �= π that passes the decommitment is at most 1/|F|.

6 Performance Analysis

For the informational cost, it is straightforward to see that, once committed,
all the queries in the verification are not depending on the circuit description.
Namely, during the query generating of the verification stage, the verifier does
not need to access the circuit information any more. Our design separates the
verification workload that involves only non-sensitive information from the verifi-
cation workload that involves sensitive information (e.g. the circuit information).
In the scenarios with a third-party verifier, the verifier can undertake the work-
load involving only non-sensitive information (e.g. query generating) without
knowing the secrecy of the computation task.

In the following, we derive the computational cost of our RIVER design and
compare it with previous work. In the process, we show that, similarly to Ginger
and Zaatar, our protocol batches many instances for one same circuit to reduce
the cost per instance. But RIVER can amortize more parts of amortized cost
over all different circuits of the same size.

6.1 The Verifier

This section performs an analysis of the verifier’s cost. A comparison with the
verifier’s costs in two other the state-of-the-art designs is given in Table 7.

Setup. The cost that RIVER incurs upon the commitment is (|WR| + |CR|) ·
(e + c)/β. This is because RIVER needs two commitment query constructions.
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Table 7. Comparison of Cost for Verifier in Each Instance

Ginger Zaatar RIVER

Setup: Commit |WG| · e/(β · γ) (|WZ |+|CZ |)·e/(β·γ) (|WR| + |CR|) ·
e/(β · γ) + (fdiv +
5f) · |CR|/(β · γ)

Linearity Query Gen-
eration

ρ·ρlin ·2·(|CG |+|CG|2)·
c/(β · γ)

ρ · ρlin · 2 · (|WZ | +
|CZ |) · c/(β · γ)

ρ ·ρlin ·2 · (|WR|+
|CR|) · c/(β · γ)

Other PCP Query
Generation

ρ · (c · |CG|+ f ·K)/β ρ · [c + (fdiv + 5f) ·
|CZ | + f · K + 3f ·
K2]/β

ρ · |CR| · f/(β · γ)

Decommitment
Query Generation

ρ · L · f/β ρ · (ρlin · 3 · (|WZ | +
|CZ |) + (3|WZ | +
|CZ |)) · f/β

ρ ·(ρlin ·3 ·(|WR|+
|CR|) + (3|WR| +
|CR|)) · f/β

Decommitment Test d+ ρ · L · f d+ ρ · (ρlin · 6+ 4) · f 2d+ρ·(ρlin ·6+4)·
f+ρ·(3m+4)·f/β

Decision Making ρ · (|X|+ |Y |) · f ρ · (3|X|+ 3|Y |) · f ρ · (2|X|+ |Y |) · f
Total non-amortized
cost

d+ρ · (L+ |X|+ |Y |) ·f 2d+ρ·f ·(3|X|+3|Y |+
ρlin · 6 + 4)

2d+ ρ · f · (2|X|+
|Y |+ ρlin · 6 + 4)

Total amortized cost |WG| ·e/(β ·γ)+ρ ·ρlin ·
2 · (|CG|+ |CG|2) · c/(β ·
γ) + ρ · c · |CG|/β + ρ ·
(L+K) · f/β

(|WZ |+ |CZ |) · e/(β ·
γ)+ρ ·ρlin ·2·(|WZ |+
|CZ |)·c/(β ·γ)+ρ·[c+
(fdiv)·|CZ |]/β+(ρlin ·
3 · (|WZ | + |CZ |) +
(3|WZ |+6|CZ |+K+
3K2)) · ρ · f/β

(|WR| + |CR|) ·
e/(β ·γ)+ ρ ·ρlin ·
2 · (|WR|+ |CR|) ·
c/(β · γ) + (ρlin ·
3 ·(|WR|+ |CR|)+
(3|WR| + |CR|) +
3m+4) · ρ · f/β+
((fdiv+5f)·|CR |+
ρ · |CR| · f)/(β · γ)

CG: set of constraints in Ginger |WG|: number of variables in the constraints
(excluding inputs and outputs) in Ginger

CZ : set of constraints in Zaatar |WZ |: number of variables in the constraints
(excluding inputs and outputs) in Zaatar

CR: set of constraints in our design |WR|: number of variables in the constraints
(excluding inputs and outputs) in our design

|X|: number of input |Y |: number of output
g: cost of addition over F L: number of PCP queries in Ginger
β: number of batching γ: number of circuits of the same size.
ρ: number of iteration of verification for one
instance

ρlin: number of iterations of linearity tests in
one iteration of verification.

fdiv : cost of division over F f : cost of multiplication over F
c: cost of pseudorandomly generating an ele-
ment in F

d: cost of decryption over F e: cost of encryption over F
K: number of additive terms in the constraints
of Ginger

K2: number of distinct additive degree-2 terms
in the constraints of Ginger

One is for πH , and incurs a cost of |CR| · (e+c)/β, while the other is for πW , and
incurs a cost of |WR| · (e+ c)/β. This total cost is the same as that of Zaatar.

It is apparent that RIVER introduces additional workload to the setup stage.
V has to evaluate Ai(r), Bi(r), Ci(r) andD(r). However, we have discovered that
a large part of the computation cost is independent of the underlying circuits.
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Rather, the computation only depends on the size of the circuit. This implies that
this part of the computation can be amortized over many different circuits, which
only share the same size, rather than over many different instances of the same

circuit. To see this, first notice that the target polynomial D(t) =
∏|CR|

k=1 (t−σk)
does not depend on the circuit details, but rather D(t) is determined by the
circuit size. Hence, we can compute D(r) once for all circuits of the same size,
where r is the secret as in Section 5. If given in the form of generalized Newton’s
interpolation formula ([29], 4.6.4),D(r) can be evaluated in time |CR|·f . Second,
we express Ai(t), Bi(t), Ci(t) in the form of Lagrange Polynomial interpolation:

Ai(t) =
∑|CR|

j=1 aij · lj(t), Bi(t) =
∑|CR|

j=1 bij · lj(t), Ci(t) =
∑|CR|

j=1 cij · lj(t),
where lj(t) =

∏
1≤k≤|CR|,k �=j

(t−σk)
(σj−σk) are Lagrange basis polynomials. We can

represent these Lagrange basis polynomials as follows: lj(t) =
D(t)

(t−σj)· 1
vj

, where

vj = 1/
∏

0≤k≤|C|,k �=j(σj − σk). If we choose these σk (k = 1, · · · , |CR|) to

follow an arithmetic progression [26], lj(r) (j = 1, · · · , |CR|) can be evaluated
in total time of (fdiv + 4f)|CR|. (Computing 1/vj+1 from 1/vj requires only
two operations and computing 1/v0 uses |CR| multiplication. Recall that D(r)
is computed already. Finally, to get each lj(r), a multiplication and one division
are needed.) Given that both the evaluation of D(r) and lj(r) are independent of
the underlying circuit, we can amortize the cost of the evaluation into all circuits
of the same size.

The remaining work is to evaluate Ai(r), Bi(r), Ci(r) from the Lagrange
polynomials lj(r) (j = 1, · · · , |CR|). But this is reduced to merely several ad-
ditions of lj(r) polynomials – note that the coefficients aij , bij , cij are all ei-
ther 0 or 1. The number of wires in the circuit that can contribute to the
multiplication gates is at most 2|CR|. The total number of additions to eval-
uate Ai(r) and Bi(r) is at most the number of wires in the circuit that can
contribute to the multiplication gates. Then, the total number of additions
to evaluate Ai(r) and Bi(r) is at most 2|CR|. The total number of additions
to evaluate Ci(r) is (|WR| + |Y |), since it takes (|WR| + |CR|) · (e + c) to
generate the commitment queries (where, the whole cost of setup is at most
(|WR|+ |CR|) · (e+c)/β+(fdiv+5f) · |CR|/β+(2|CR|+ |WR|+ |Y |) ·g/β), where
g is the cost of addition over a finite field. Since g is small, we omit addition cost
in the tables of cost, as Zaatar [26] does.

Compared to Zaatar, RIVER introduces an extra cost of (fdiv+5f) · |CR|/β+
(2|CR|+ |WR| + |Y |) · g/β to the total cost of setup. However, notice that this
part of the computation can be amortized over many different circuits, which
only share the same size, rather than over many different instances of the same
circuit. Thus, RIVER actually introduces a negligible cost in the setup phase.

Linearity Query Generation. The cost of generating the linearity queries for
πH is ρ ·ρlin ·2 · |CR| ·c/(β ·γ). Another group of linearity queries are for the proof
πW . The cost of generating these linearity queries is ρ · ρlin · 2 · |WR| · c/(β · γ).
Thus, the total cost of generating linearity queries amounts to ρ ·ρlin ·2 · (|CR|+
|WR|) · c/(β · γ).
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Divisibility Query Generation, Decommitment Query Generation and
Decommitment Test. These are straight-forward, we omit these for simplicity.

Non-amortized Costs. From the construction above, we draw the following
observations:

– For i = 1, · · · , n, we have Ci(t) = 0 for any t ∈ F, since the inputs of the
circuit cannot be outputs of multiplication gates.

– For i = n+1, · · · , n+ n′, we have Ai(t) = 0 for any t ∈ F, since the outputs
of the circuit Ψ ′ cannot be inputs to multiplication gates.

– For i = n+1, · · · , n+n′, we have Bi(t) = 0 for any t ∈ F, since the outputs
of the circuit Ψ ′ cannot be inputs to multiplication gates.

Thus, the verifier’s cost in the decision making stage (computing pA, pB, pC)
is merely ρ · (2|X |+ |Y |) · f .

Comparison with Zaatar. We list the amortized and non-amortized cost of
both RIVER and Zaatar in Table 7. At this time, it is useful to take WR = WZ

and CR = CZ .
We can see that, both the amortized and non-amortized cost of RIVER are

less than Zaatar. For the amortized part, which is known as the investment,
even for cases when β = 1 and γ = 1, the cost of RIVER is less than Zaatar.
( To have a clear picture, we look at a real example: computing xA where the
input x is a 1×M vector and A is a fixed M ×M matrix. This is widely used
in all kinds of scientific computing such as communications, signal processing,
and control systems, and is a basic operation of many computations. We use
previously published models ([26]) and instantiate the costs as in Table 7. From
the instance, for M > 5000, We see the amortized cost in RIVER is at least
28% less than that in Zaatar. For M < 5000, the improvement is even greater.)
Since the same part of the amortized cost in RIVER and Zaatar is dominated
by linearity test queries, if we apply the query compressing technique in Ginger
([30]), RIVER will have a more significant improvement compared to Zaatar.

6.2 The Prover

The method to construct the proof vector is the same as that in Zaatar. The cost
is T+3f ·|CR|·log2|CR|. We omit the details here. The remaining cost is from the
fact that the prover needs to compute the coefficients of Ai(t), Bi(t), and Ci(t),
(i = 0, 1, · · · ,m). However, this could be amortized. First, remember that each
of Ai(t), Bi(t) and Ci(t), (i = 0, 1, · · · ,m) are sums of several Lagrange basis
polynomials. The cost to get the coefficients of the Lagrange basis polynomials
is independent of the underlying circuit and can be amortized into all circuits
of the same size and is negligible. Second, similarly to Section 5.2, the number
of additions of Lagrange basis polynomials is at most 2|Ψ |+ |Y |. Each Lagrange
basis polynomials has degree at most |CR|. Thus, for each instance, the cost of
computing the coefficients is at most (2|Ψ |+ |Y |) · |CR| · g/β, where g is the cost
of addition over the field F. As in Zaatar [26], we omit the addition cost.
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When the prover issues the PCP responses, he needs to respond to not only

queries for πW and πH , but also queries for π
(i)
A , π

(i)
B , π

(i)
C , (i = 0, 1, · · · ,m) and

πD. The cost for the former is (h + 1) · (|WR| + |CR|) · f + ρ · (3|WR| + |CR|) ·
f + ρlin · 3 · (|WR|+ |CR|) · ρ · f . Given that the length of the latter is |CR| and
these responses do not depend on underlying circuit or the proof vector πW , the
cost to compute the responses for the latter can be amortized into all instances
of the same circuit size. This cost is [h+ ρ · (3m+ 4) · f ] · |CR|/(β · γ).

The comparison in terms of the prover’s cost is in Table 8. We also use the
computation example in Section 6.1 to demonstrate the improvement. For any
M > 100, RIVER’s non-amortized cost of the prover is at least 55% better than
that of Zaatar. We demonstrate the results using M = 10000. Although RIVER
introduces amortized cost, this cost becomes negligible since it can be amortized
into all instances of the same circuit size.

Table 8. Comparison of Cost for Prover in Each Instance

Ginger Zaatar RIVER

Construct
proof

T + f · |WG|2 T + 3f · |CZ | ·
log2|CZ |

T + 3f · |CR| · log2|CR|

32s + 3.2 × 109s 32s + 3.2× 104s 32s + 3.2× 104s

Issue PCP
responses

(h+(ρ·L+1)·f)·
(|CG|+ |CG|2)

(h+ (ρ · L′ + 1) ·
f) · (|CZ |+ |WZ |)

(h+1) · (|WR|+ |CR|) · f + ρ · (3|WR|+
|CR|) ·f +ρlin ·3 · (|WR|+ |CR|) ·ρ ·f +
[h+ ρ · (3m+ 4) · f ] · |CR|/(β · γ)

2.9× 1012s 9.0× 104s 4.0× 104s+ 7.7×1010

(β·γ) s

T : cost of computing the task h: cost of ciphertext add plus multiply
L = 3ρlin + 2: number of (high order) PCP queries in Ginger
L′ = 6ρlin + 4: number of PCP queries in Zaatar

7 Conclusions

The state-of-the-art designs such as Pepper/Ginger/Zaatar combine a commit-
ment protocol to a linear PCP, achieving breakthroughs in verifiable compu-
tation. However, the high computation, communication and storage costs still
keep general verifiable computation away from practicality. In this paper, we
presented a new verifiable-computation protocol called RIVER. We show that
RIVER reduces the amortized computational costs of the verifier and the non-
amortized cost of the prover. Namely, the number of batched instances of the
protocol, required for amortization, will largely decrease. RIVER introduces only
a negligible increase in the prover’s costs. However, this increased cost can be
amortized over instances of different circuits of the same size. Thus, this part
can be done only once, but used for all possible verifications.

In addition, for the first time in the context of verifiable computation, we
address the problem of reducing the informational costs. RIVER removes the
requirement that the verifier has to access the circuit description during query
generating. Furthermore, this feature of RIVER can be viewed as a first step
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towards applying QAP-based arguments to the secure outsourcing of verification
introduced in [25].
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